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Overview of the Israel Defense Forces:
The Israel Defense Forces is one of the most highly trained militaries in the world.
They serve to defend the existence, and sovereignty of the state of Israel. The IDF has
mandatory conscription for both men and women at age 18, with men serving two years
and eight months and women serving two years. Israel has over 170,000 active duty
personnel, and over 400,000 reservists. 1
The Israeli Air Force is one of the most sophisticated in the world, and has been the
first to use the state of the art F-35 in combat. It is supplied mostly by the United States and
their substantial military aid.
The Israeli Navy has complete control over the Israeli coastline, as well as dominance
over Gaza, and the Gulf of Aqaba. It includes a number of Corvettes, Missile Boats, and
Submarines.
In addition to their offensive capabilities, Israel can defend itself from a number of
external threats. Their Iron Dome system prevents short-range rockets and mortars from
hitting Israeli cities, Arrow rockets and David’s Sling can prevent medium and long range
ballistic missiles.2 Israel is also rumored to have nuclear capabilities, but this has not been
confirmed.
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Thank you for your kind interest in the Diplomatic Institute. Escorting you from the Soft Landing till
the Safe Departure.
Diplomatic Institute’s Services
ü

D.I. Embassy

Assisting embassies in better understanding the Israeli idiosyncrasy,
regulatory issues, such as Kashrut, phytosanitary practices, import, taxation,
bi-national treaties, among others.

ü

D.I. Research

A Research Institute, investigating the Foreign Affairs ecosystem and hosting
researchers with advanced degrees. Our team of retired ambassadors is here
to mentor you.

ü

D.I. Academy

ü

D.I. Engagement

ü

D.I. Community

A set of Diploma Courses in International Relations, Governance, Israeli
Politics, Diplomatic Policies and Public Services
As a diplomat, you must report back to your Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
about Israel, send political and demographic reports, projections, forecasts
and predictions. We will invite you for periodical lectures, by the best
professionals and provide you interesting surveys, white papers and
executive summaries. This knowledge will also help you to better understand
Israel and its current situation.
A well treated family gives the diplomat the peace of mind to perform better
professionally. We will assist you in getting the best schools, medical
attention, legal advisors, religious services, etc.
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